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Review

Phenotypic plasticity and diversity
in insects
Armin P. Moczek*
Department of Biology, Indiana University, 915 East Third Street, Myers Hall 150,
Bloomington, IN 47405-7107, USA
Phenotypic plasticity in general and polyphenic development in particular are thought to play
important roles in organismal diversification and evolutionary innovation. Focusing on the evolutionary developmental biology of insects, and specifically that of horned beetles, I explore the
avenues by which phenotypic plasticity and polyphenic development have mediated the origins of
novelty and diversity. Specifically, I argue that phenotypic plasticity generates novel targets for evolutionary processes to act on, as well as brings about trade-offs during development and evolution,
thereby diversifying evolutionary trajectories available to natural populations. Lastly, I examine the
notion that in those cases in which phenotypic plasticity is underlain by modularity in gene
expression, it results in a fundamental trade-off between degree of plasticity and mutation accumulation. On one hand, this trade-off limits the extent of plasticity that can be accommodated by
modularity of gene expression. On the other hand, it causes genes whose expression is specific to
rare environments to accumulate greater variation within species, providing the opportunity for
faster divergence and diversification between species, compared with genes expressed across
environments. Phenotypic plasticity therefore contributes to organismal diversification on a variety
of levels of biological organization, thereby facilitating the evolution of novel traits, new species and
complex life cycles.
Keywords: modularity; mutation accumulation; Onthophagus; relaxed selection

1. INTRODUCTION
(a) Phenotypic plasticity—ubiquitous yet limited
Virtually all organisms as well as biological processes
exhibit some degree of plasticity, that is, their function
is affected by external conditions (West-Eberhard
2003). On one extreme, such effects may arise from
the biochemical and biophysical dependencies of
biological processes, such as the temperature dependency of enzymatic reactions or the pH-dependent
folding of proteins (Schlichting & Pigliucci 1995). As
such, plasticity may be viewed as a by-product, an
ability that organisms did not have to evolve but that
came for free as an emergent property of life given
how life, in its simplest terms, works. On the other
extreme are highly choreographed responses to
environmental changes such as acquired immunity,
learning, nutrition-dependent modification of growth
and reproduction or seasonal migration (Nijhout
1999, 2003; West-Eberhard 2003). Here, plasticity
represents a complex, evolved response to deal with
important environmental changes, allowing organisms
to maintain high fitness in the face of environmental
variability (Schlichting & Pigliucci 1998). Importantly,
such responses involve adjustments on not just one but
many levels of biological organization. For instance,

the nutrition-dependent expression of different castes
in social insects involves differences in gene
expression, endocrine physiology, regulation of appendage growth and development, development of
reproductive organs and behavioural repertoires
(Wilson 1976; Wheeler & Nijhout 1983, 1984;
Evans & Wheeler 1999, 2001a,b; Abouheif & Wray
2002). What is less obvious is that much plasticity
also underlies many homeostatic responses and canalization in development (Scharloo 1991). From
producing constant blood sugar levels in the face of
nutritional variation to the generation of proper scaling
relationships of body parts during growth, organisms
flexibly adjust a vast array of plastic processes on
some levels of biological organization to ensure phenotypic constancy on others (Scharloo 1991; Dworkin
2005).
Despite the obvious adaptive significance of plasticity, it is clearly not without limits and apparent
constraints. Organisms are not infinitely plastic and
instead limited in the range of environments they can
respond to. Even in the most extreme cases such as
polyphenisms, expression of alternative phenotypes is
almost always restricted to two morphs rather than
five or eight, even though one could probably make a
case that such hypothetical alternatives should do
well in at least some environments (West-Eberhard
2003). The notable exceptions are social castes in the
Hymenoptera (Hölldobler & Wilson 1990), a case we
will later on return to. Lastly, it is worth noting that
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plasticity, central as it is to life on this planet including our own, also plays a central role in many
important human diseases. From autoimmune diseases to obesity, many of our ‘modern’ diseases
involve plasticity gone wrong, bringing about inappropriate responses to external changes (Gilbert &
Epel 2009).
In this review, I will explore how plasticity contributes to organismal diversification as well as the costs
and limits of this contribution. Drawing from the
insect literature, and specifically from recent work on
horned beetles, I will highlight avenues by which plasticity and its developmental and genetic underpinnings
diversify evolutionary trajectories available to evolving
lineages. I will begin by introducing my focal taxa,
the insects, and within them, the horned beetles,
as particularly illuminating macro- and microcosms
for understanding the causes, mechanisms and
consequences of plasticity.

(b) Insect biology and the range
and power of plasticity
If an alien life form would visit planet Earth with the
mission to identify the group of multicellular organisms that has diversified most successfully, it would
select, without doubt, the insects. Insects represent
over one million of the roughly 1.4 million species
named thus far. Insects have evolved every imaginable
feeding habit and colonized nearly every imaginable
ecological niche with the remarkable exception of
marine habitats (Grimaldi & Engel 2005). Much
of this diversity is contributed by holometabolous
insects, represented by nine insect orders that feature
complete metamorphosis and a pupal stage intercalated between larvae and adults (Yang 2001). All
superdiverse insect orders (Lepidoptera, Diptera,
Hymenoptera, Coleoptera) are holometabolous.
Combined, these four orders alone account for over
750 000 species and thus about three-quarters of all
named insects and more than half of all living species.
Among them, the beetles stand out the most, accounting for every fourth named species on this planet
(Grimaldi & Engel 2005).
Evolution of holometabolous development and
metamorphosis decoupled larval and adult stages
and permitted larvae and adult versions of the same
animal to specialize in often very different niches,
feeding modes and habitats (Jacobs & Renner 1988).
The life-stage diversity mediated by holometabolous
development is truly spectacular and a remarkable
testament to the phenotypic diversity and disparity,
including morphological, physiological and behavioural traits, which can be accommodated by a single
genome. More importantly, it is also testament to the
incredible plasticity of development, which if given
the proper genetic and environmental cues can transform a maggot into a fly, a caterpillar into a moth
and a grub into a beetle.
Insects also stand out as exemplars of cases in which
alternative phenotypes are not expressed sequentially,
as in larval and adult stages, but simultaneously, as
in the context of polyphenisms (Nijhout 2003).
Some of the most spectacular cases of polyphenic
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)

alternatives are found among insects, including social
castes in the Hymenoptera, termites and aphids
(Lüscher 1960; Wheeler & Nijhout 1983; Stern &
Foster 1996), seasonal polyphenisms in butterflies
(Shapiro 1976), dispersal polyphenisms (Zera &
Denno 1997), alternative asexual and sexual reproductive phases in aphids (Moran 1991) and alternative
male morphologies in thrips (Crespi 1988) and beetles
(Emlen 1994). Here again, a single genome displays
tremendous ability to accommodate a wide range of
often highly disparate phenotypes in response to
changes in external conditions. Furthermore, in
many cases, phenotypic differences between alternatives mirror major macro-evolutionary transitions
such as the alternation between asexual and sexual
stages in aphids or wingless and winged stages in
social insects (West-Eberhard 2003).
Insects thus emerge as a taxon that combines tremendous diversity and species richness with
remarkable plasticity in development. This leads to
the main question that this review hopes to address:
did this exuberant species richness and diversity
evolve independently of, in spite of, or possibly
because of the level of plasticity observed within the
insects? Before addressing this question, I would
briefly like to introduce a group of insects that is beginning to emerge as a particularly useful microcosm for
studying the interplay between plasticity, development
and evolution, and for evaluating the creative potential
of phenotypic plasticity: the horned beetles.

(c) Horned beetles: a microcosm for
understanding the causes, mechanisms
and consequences of plasticity
Horned beetles are not a taxonomic entity. Instead,
they exist as a group simply because of biologists’
interests in, and at times obsessions for, beetles with
exaggerated and often bizarre secondary sexual traits
(figure 1). Beetle species belonging to at least six
families have evolved horn-like structures (reviewed
in Snell-Rood & Moczek in press), though the most
extreme and diverse cases all exist within one of the
most species-rich families of beetles, the Scarabaeidae
(figure 1). This family is home to the spectacular subfamily Dynastinae, including the southeast Asian
genus Chalcosoma that enchanted Darwin, and the
subfamily Scarabaeinae, home to all true dung beetles
(Darwin 1871; Arrow 1951; Balthasar 1963).
Horned beetles have fascinated biologists for a
number of reasons (reviewed in Moczek 2005). First,
beetle horns are spectacular traits, enormous in size
and often bizarre in shape. Furthermore, beetle
horns attract attention because of the fantastic diversity that exists between and within species. Between
species, horns differ in size, location, number and
shape. Intriguingly, all of these types of variation can
also be found within species, in the context of sexual
dimorphisms (females commonly lack or have greatly
reduced horns) as well as male dimorphism. This
latter level of variation is especially noteworthy as it
reflects diversity in male phenotypes produced in
response to variation in larval nutrition rather than
allelic differences between males. In extreme cases,
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Figure 1. Examples of horned beetles illustrating diversity and magnitude of horn expression in adult beetles: (a) Phanaeus
imperator, (b) Eupatorus gracilicornis, (c) Onthophagus watanabei, (d) Golofa claviger and (e) Trypoxylus (Allomyrina) dichotoma.

the resulting variation is discrete, causing males to fall
into distinct alternative morphs. In such cases, alternative male morphs often not only differ in their relative
investment into horns, but also display alternative
reproductive behaviours (Moczek & Emlen 2000),
differential genitalic investment (Simmons & Emlen
2006; Parzer & Moczek 2008), thermoregulation
(Shepherd et al. 2008), differences in brain protein
expression (Y. Yerushalmi & A. Moczek 2009, unpublished data), etc. Lastly, beetle horns lack clear
homology to other structures in beetles or in other
insect orders. Horns are not merely modified legs or
antennae; instead, they exist alongside these structures
and can therefore be interpreted as an example of an
evolutionary novelty, invented at some point during
beetle history (Moczek et al. 2006). Hence, beetle
horns have become the focus of studies interested
in the early stages of organismal innovation, and the
genetic, developmental and ecological mechanisms
that mediate the origin of novelty from within the
confines of ancestral homology.
In all these aspects, one genus of horned beetles
stands out: Onthophagus. This genus is, with an estimated 2400 extant species, the most speciose genus
in the animal kingdom (Balthasar 1963; Matthews
1972; Howden & Young 1981). It combines incredible
species richness with dramatic diversity in the
expression of horns, and as we will see in §2
important components of this diversity are linked
one way or another to phenotypic plasticity. We thus
arrive again at the central question that this review is
trying to address: did the amazing species richness
and diversity seen in horned beetles in general, and
the genus Onthophagus in particular, evolve independently of, in spite of, or because of the level of
plasticity observed in these taxa?
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)

2. PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY AND ORGANISMAL
DIVERSIFICATION
Phenotypic plasticity has been postulated to be both
an inhibitor and a facilitator of phenotypic diversification (Schlichting & Pigliucci 1998; Pigliucci 2001).
Conflicting viewpoints on the issue arise for a
number of reasons, for instance, whether organismal
diversity is equivalent to species richness, or whether
other proxies might be more appropriate. For example,
plasticity permits organisms to adjust to a range of
environmental conditions, and as such may eliminate
population subdivision arising from environmental
heterogeneity, which otherwise might facilitate the
evolution of specialist species. In this case, plasticity
may be viewed as reducing organismal diversity because
it prevents speciation. However, if species richness is
not used as a proxy for organismal diversity, the
same argument can actually be used to support
the opposite claim. By permitting the evolution of
environment-specific responses in phenotype expression,
phenotypic plasticity permits organismal diversification
within species, such as alternative morphs, without
having to couple it to speciation. Here, phenotypic plasticity permits an increase in phenotypic diversity
without a commensurate increase in species richness.
Another general, and related, argument for and
against a contribution of plasticity to organismal diversification emphasizes its role in population extinction.
Here, conflicting viewpoints arise primarily owing to
differences in the time frame over which plasticity’s
contribution is evaluated. Both start with the observation that plasticity reduces the likelihood of
extinctions in the face of environmental heterogeneity.
If environmental changes, such as global climate
change or the appearance of habitat bridges, cause
new niches to become available for colonization,
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phenotypic plasticity may predispose plastic species to
be successful colonizers, reducing the likelihood of
new, specialized species to invade or evolve. Over
this short time frame, plasticity would permit habitat
expansion but without leading to a net increase in
species diversity. At the same time, by buffering
populations against extinctions owing to environmental fluctuations, plasticity can be viewed as
maintaining phenotypic diversity despite exposure to
new conditions with novel environmental challenges.
By preventing population extinctions, plasticity now
dramatically extends the opportunity for phenotypic
differentiation to evolve subsequently, including
speciation (West-Eberhard 2003).
In the remainder of this review, I argue that even
though these general considerations all capture important aspects of plasticity’s role in evolution, plasticity’s
contribution to organismal diversification, including
speciation, goes well beyond. Instead, rather than
merely increasing phenotypic diversity within species
or preserving the opportunity for diversification to
occur by preventing extinctions, I argue below that
plasticity itself opens up opportunities for diversification, including speciation, that would not exist
otherwise.

(a) Phenotypic plasticity provides novel targets
for evolutionary processes
Adaptive phenotypic plasticity, as in the case of polyphenisms, involves the acquisition of information on
environmental conditions and the corresponding
adjustment of genetic, developmental, physiological
and/or behavioural phenotypes. Responses to environmental changes may range from gradual, with one
‘unit’ of environmental change soliciting a more or
less corresponding unit of phenotypic adjustment, to
discrete, with a threshold separating phenotypes produced under one range of conditions from those
produced under another. Numerous studies have
now shown that both nature (e.g. gradual versus discrete) and magnitude (e.g. small or large changes
across environments) of plastic responses can evolve
independently of other aspects of the phenotype. For
example, lacewings and pitcher plant mosquitoes
(Tauber & Tauber 1972; Bradshaw et al. 2003) exhibit
heritable variation for the photoperiodic response
threshold underlying the facultative expression of diapause, families of cabbage-white butterflies show
heritable variation for the ability to adjust host-plant
preferences (Snell-Rood & Papaj 2009), and species
of ants and termites differ, at times dramatically, in
the relative size cutoffs for different nutritiondetermined castes that coexist in a colony (Wilson
1953; Hölldobler & Wilson 1990). Nature and magnitude of responses to environmental variation therefore
contribute to the trait repertoire of a population that
is subject to evolutionary processes, and that can
contribute to evolutionary diversification between
populations and species.
Studies on horned beetles have provided additional
insights into the dynamics and consequences of plasticity evolution. Male horned beetles in the genus
Onthophagus often exhibit species-specific differences
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)

in the exact scaling relationship between body size
and horn length (reviewed in Emlen 2000; Moczek
2005). In all Onthophagus species, adult body size is
heavily influenced by nutritional conditions experienced during larval development, and the relative
sizes of other traits, such as horns, are adjusted accordingly: larvae with access to good feeding conditions
will metamorphose into large adults with relatively
large horns, whereas larvae with access to suboptimal
conditions will give rise to small adults with relatively
small horns. While this holds true for all Onthophagus
species studied to date, the exact relationship between
nutrition-determined body size and the corresponding
horn size exhibits remarkable interspecific differences,
causing body size – horn length scaling relationships to
range from linear to ‘broken’ to sigmoidal (figure 2a).
In all these cases, species adjust horn expression relative to nutritional variation, but the exact nature and
magnitude of adjustments has undergone dramatic
diversification independently of horn expression
per se. Studies in the field and laboratory on one particular species now provide the first insights into the
mechanisms, dynamics and consequences of plasticity
evolution in nature.
Onthophagus taurus is a species native to the Mediterranean, which became introduced to the Eastern
USA as well as to Eastern and Western Australia in
the early 1970s (Moczek 2003). Males in this species
exhibit a pronounced sigmoidal scaling relationship
between body size and horn length, causing males
below a certain size threshold to remain largely hornless and males above to express a pair of long,
curved head horns. Comparisons of archival museum
collections with present-day populations documented
that introduced populations diverged in less than
40 years from their Mediterranean ancestors in the
body size threshold that separates alternative male
morphs to a degree normally only observed between
species (figure 2b(ii)(iii); Moczek & Nijhout 2003).
A combination of field and laboratory studies provided
evidence consistent with the hypothesis that these
divergences were driven by selection acting on horn
length – body size thresholds, adjusting them to the
local competitive conditions in which horned (fighting)
and hornless (sneaking) males perform (Moczek
2003). Divergences are maintained over generations
under a common garden regime, suggesting that the
observed divergences indeed reflect heritable changes
in the developmental machinery underlying nutrition-dependent morph expression (Moczek et al.
2002). In this example, plasticity in horn development
has opened up traits, such as the body size threshold,
for selection to act on, allowing populations to
substantially diverge in threshold values in an extraordinarily short time period without diverging in
the average phenotypes of horned and hornless male
morphs, which instead are largely indistinguishable
across populations (Pizzo et al. 2008).
Findings such as these illustrate that the genetic and
developmental basis of plasticity in trait expression
must at least in part be separate from, and independent of, the genetic and developmental basis of trait
expression per se. For instance, earlier work on the
endocrine regulation of horn expression in O. taurus
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Figure 2. Examples of (a) complex-scaling relationships and (b) divergences in scaling relationships in horned beetles. (a)
Examples of horn length –body size scaling relationships in the beetle genus Onthophagus: (i) linear scaling relationship of
paired head horns in O. watanabei (males: open circles; females: open diamonds); (ii) broken scaling relationship of pronotal
horn length in male O. binodis; (iii) S-shaped (sigmoidal) scaling relationship of paired head horns in male O. taurus (modified
after Moczek 2009). (b) Examples of divergences in scaling relationships in the genus Onthophagus over a range of phylogenetic
distances: (i) three Onthophagus species, which diverged approximately 20–38 Myr ago (O. taurus: open circles; O. nigriventris:
solid diamonds; O. gazella: open triangles); (ii) divergences in scaling relationships between two sister species, O. taurus (open
circles) and O. illyricus (solid circles), which diverged approximately 10 000 years ago (Pizzo et al. 2008); (iii) divergences in
scaling relationships between three allopatric O. taurus populations established less than 40 years ago from a common
Mediterranean ancestor (Eastern USA: open circles; Eastern Australia: grey circles; Western Australia: solid circles; modified
after Moczek 2003).

showed that a common insect hormone, juvenile hormone (JH), appears to regulate horn expression in
male beetles. Males fated to develop into hornless
males will express horns if treated with certain dosages
of JH analogues during a certain sensitive period
(Emlen & Nijhout 1999). Follow-up studies on the
divergent O. taurus populations introduced above
then showed that threshold divergences appeared to
have been made possible developmentally by evolved
changes in the degree and timing of sensitivity to JH.
The Western Australian population, which induce
horn expression only at very large male body sizes,
required substantially higher JH dosages during later
larval development to induce horns in presumptive
hornless males compared with Eastern USA males
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)

(Moczek & Nijhout 2002). Clearly, evolutionary
changes in JH-mediated threshold determination can
occur independently of evolutionary changes—or
stasis—in other aspects of horn expression.
That said, the same studies also showed that divergences in the JH-mediated underpinnings of body size
thresholds did not come entirely for free; instead, they
appeared to have been accompanied by correlated
changes in other traits unrelated to horn expression,
in particular the length of larval development and
the timing of metamorphosis. Specifically, researchers
observed that populations that limit horn expression to
only the largest males also exhibited an increase in the
length of the last larval instar (but not earlier instars)
and the timing of the larval-to-pupal moult (but not
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other moults), and hypothesized that these correlated
differences may have a common root in JH’s role in
the regulation of moulting and metamorphosis,
which constitutes one of its most basic, and ancestral,
functions during the development of holometabolous
insects (Moczek & Nijhout 2002). Specifically, the
presence or absence of JH during critical periods preceding each moult determines whether moults maintain
the same identity (JH present), as in a larval-to-larval
moult, or change identity (JH absent), as in a larvalto-pupal or pupal-to-adult moult (Nijhout 1994). JH
therefore has to be cleared from the haemolymph of
late O. taurus larvae in order for them to transit to
the pupal stage, which may be in conflict with the relatively high JH titers required immediately prior to this
period to induce horns in large males. Current models
therefore postulate that raising body size threshold to
larger body sizes via delaying the sensitive period for
JH and increasing JH titres required for horn induction
should delay the complete removal of JH from larval
haemolymph, and therefore bring about an extension
of the last larval instar and a corresponding delay of
the larval – pupal moult (Moczek & Nijhout 2002).
While this scenario remains to be verified experimentally, these observations nevertheless begin to
introduce an important new aspect in plasticity’s role
in organismal diversification: not only does plasticity
provide new targets for evolutionary processes to act
on that would otherwise not exist, but plasticity evolution may also bring about correlated changes in
other traits that may not be possible in different
contexts. Correlated changes in other traits are important in this context because they constitute a critical
source of trade-offs in development and evolution.
As we will see in the next section, evolutionary changes
in components of plasticity can result in particularly
interesting, and often non-intuitive, trade-offs with
other traits, with the ability to bias evolutionary trajectories and patterns of phenotypic diversification in
descendant lineages.
(b) Phenotypic plasticity creates novel
trade-offs
At the most basic level, trade-offs during development
may arise when two or more structures or developmental processes compete for a shared and limited pool of
resources to sustain their growth or operation
(Klingenberg & Nijhout 1998; Nijhout & Emlen
1998). Increased investment into one structure or process may only then be possible through decreased
investment in another. The resulting resource allocation trade-offs not only have the ability to alter
developmental outcomes but may also bias evolutionary trajectories available to descendant lineages.
Resource allocation trade-offs are probably ubiquitous
in the Metazoa, but appear particularly important in
the development of holometabolous insects. Here,
most growth of adult structures is restricted to a time
period during which pupae represent a closed system,
i.e. are no longer taking in nutrients and instead fuel
most of metamorphosis using a finite pool of stored
resources.
Resource allocation trade-offs can of course occur
independently of the degree of plasticity associated
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)

with a given set of traits, i.e. should not be restricted
to plastic traits, or processes underlying aspects of
plasticity. However, recent work suggests that plastic
trait expression can contribute trade-offs that would
otherwise not occur. For instance, cabbage-white butterflies differ heritably in their ability to learn novel
oviposition host plants (Snell-Rood & Papaj 2009).
While learning is adaptive under at least some environmental conditions, it carries costs with it. Interestingly,
some of these costs, such as investment in early mushroom-body development and overall brain size, are
fixed, i.e. are incurred during development regardless
of whether learning in life occurs or not. In contrast,
other costs such as mushroom-body differentiation
later in adult life are facultative and are only incurred
if learning actually takes place (Snell-Rood et al.
2009). Importantly, learning-associated investment
into brain development traded off with reproductive
investment measured as the number of mature
eggs at emergence (Snell-Rood et al. in press b).
Simmons & Emlen (2006) reported a similar tradeoff in Onthophagus beetles, where they documented a
negative correlation between the degree of plasticity
in horn expression and investment into testis; however,
the mechanisms underlying this trade-off remain
obscure.
Aspects of plastic trait expression other than just the
range of plasticity may also participate in trade-offs
with other traits. A recent study on 10 Onthophagus
species and four divergent O. taurus populations illustrates that evolutionary changes in threshold body sizes
that separate alternative horned and hornless male
morphs are associated with substantial trade-offs in
the expression of other traits (Parzer & Moczek
2008). Earlier experimental work had shown that
males that had their genital precursor cells removed
during larval development, and thus were unable to
develop copulatory organs, expressed significantly
larger horns than untreated or sham-treated males
(Moczek & Nijhout 2004). By showing that structures
which develop at the opposite ends of an animal can
engage in significant trade-offs, this study contradicted
a common notion at the time that trade-off intensity
should decay with distance. More importantly, however, it sets the stage for a series of comparative
studies investigating whether corresponding trade-off
signatures also exist in nature. Investigating three
exotic (figure 2b(iii)) and one native populations of
O. taurus, Parzer & Moczek (2008) showed that inducing horn expression at relatively smaller body sizes
(as in Eastern USA males) correlates with reduced
investment into male copulatory organs (figure 3a,b).
Delaying horn expression to relatively larger body
sizes (as in Western Australian males) had the opposite
effect and resulted in increased investment into
copulatory organs. Recall that threshold divergences
between exotic populations evolved in less than
40 years since introduction from a common ancestor,
and were apparently driven by selection acting on
horn length – body size thresholds (Moczek 2003).
If correct, this suggests that evolutionary changes
in copulatory organ size occurred as a secondary
by-product of selection operating on aspects of plasticity in secondary sexual trait expression. Replicating
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Figure 3. Trade-offs between investment into polyphenic
expression of horns and canalized investment into copulatory
organs in populations and species of Onthophagus beetles. (a)
Horned male Onthophagus taurus. Arrows highlight horns
and copulatory organ. (b) Relative investment into copulatory organ size as a function of relative investment into
polyphenic horn expression in four different populations of
O. taurus. Error bars represent one standard error. (c) Relative investment into copulatory organ size as a function of
relative investment into horn size in 10 different Onthophagus
species. Data are corrected for differences in body size.
Modified after Parzer & Moczek (2008).

this approach across 10 Onthophagus species that have
diverged from each other between 10 000 years and 38
Myr ago revealed a similarly strong trade-off signature
(figure 3c; Parzer & Moczek 2008). Combined, these
findings suggest that trade-offs between aspects of
horn polyphenisms and copulatory organ development
already characterize interpopulational divergences but
continue to shape morphological diversification well
after speciation is complete. The implication of copulatory organ size in this trade-off is of particular
significance because evolutionary changes in male
copulatory organs are thought to play a major role in
the early evolution of reproductive isolation in insects
(Eberhard 1985; Eberhard et al. 1998). It is typical
for cryptic or recent insect species to be only
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
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distinguishable by copulatory organ morphology,
suggesting that whatever mechanism is able to influence copulatory organ expression in a given
population may have immediate consequences for
that population’s ability to interbreed with others.
Given the importance of copulatory organ morphology
for reproductive isolation, the findings outlined above
begin to raise the possibility that horn plasticity evolution may have the ability to promote speciation as
a by-product. If trade-offs between components of
horn plasticity and male copulatory organs are
indeed driving speciation in Onthophagus, this would
help explain how onthophagine beetles succeeded to
evolve into a genus famous for both exuberant diversity in horn expression and remarkable species
richness (Arrow 1951; Matthews 1972).
More generally, the examples listed above illustrate
that just as plasticity can contribute novel targets for
evolutionary processes to act on, it can help generate
novel types of trade-offs that influence morphological,
physiological or behavioural trait expression elsewhere
in the same individual. On one hand, plasticity may
therefore constrain and limit evolutionary trajectories
available to lineages. On the other hand, such constraints may force lineages to explore phenotypic,
and corresponding ecological, space that otherwise
may remain unexplored. Similarly, trade-offs may
cause populations and species to diverge in many
more traits than just those selection may be targeting.
As such, plasticity-associated trade-offs represent both
constraints on and opportunities for organismal diversification. We will see the same two themes re-emerge
in the next section, when we explore some of the
genetic mechanisms of plasticity, and their emergent
properties for plasticity evolution.

(c) Phenotypic plasticity increases genetic
variation and divergence—the mutationmodularity trade-off hypothesis
The nature of the genetic basis of plasticity has been
the subject of an intense debate (Via et al. 1995). A
growing number of studies have now shown that plasticity, including polyphenic development, is often
underlain by modularity in gene expression, i.e. different environmental conditions and phenotypes are
associated with the expression of very different suites
of genes (Hymenoptera: Evans & Wheeler 2001a,b;
Pereboom et al. 2005; Judice et al. 2006; Donnell &
Strand 2006; Isoptera: Scharf et al. 2003; Hojo et al.
2005; Hoffman & Goodisman 2007; Hemiptera:
Kutsukake et al. 2004; Onthophagus: Snell-Rood et al.
in press a). In such cases, the frequency by which a
given suite of genes, or module, becomes expressed
in a population within a given generation, and thus visible to selection, becomes a function of the frequency
of the inducing environmental conditions. Rare conditions affecting gene expression either only in every
couple of generations or only in a subset of individuals
within a population cause genes specific to them to be
hidden from selection and thus free to accumulate a
larger number of mutations relative to genes expressed
in every individual in every generation. Recent empirical and theoretical work (Van Dyken & Wade, in press;
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Snell-Rood et al. in press a) suggests that relaxed selection resulting from modularity in gene expression
drives a fundamental trade-off between mutation
accumulation and the degree of modularity in gene
expression underlying plastic responses to environmental changes. If correct, this trade-off has
far-reaching implications for defining the costs, limits
and evolutionary consequences of plasticity.
The notion that certain restrictions in gene
expression can result in relaxed selection permitting
mutation accumulation has been proposed and examined previously in contexts outside phenotypic
plasticity, such as the evolution of senescence
(Charlesworth 1994) and the biology of niche conservativism (Holt 1996, see Snell-Rood et al. in press a for
additional examples). In each case, genes whose
expression is restricted to a subset of individuals in
each generation are predicted to experience relaxed
selection and accumulate mutations more quickly relative to similar genes expressed in every individual.
Work on maternal effect genes has now brought the
concept closer to developmental genetics and modularity in gene networks. Moreover, it has provided a
first critical juxtaposition of empirical data with predictions from population-genetic models. Maternal
effect genes are genes transcribed by mothers, which
then incorporate transcripts or their protein products
into their eggs. Strict maternal effect genes are only
expressed by females and only function during early
embryogenesis. Even though fathers possess the corresponding genes, they are not expressed during their life
time. As such, only half of a given population expresses
a given strict maternal effect gene, assuming a 1 : 1 sex
ratio, reducing the efficiency of selection for such
genes relative to those expressed in every individual,
or the so-called zygotic genes. Population genetic
theory predicts that given the halving in the number
of expressed copies, maternal effect genes should
accumulate twice the mutation load within populations compared with similar zygotic genes (Wade
1998). Theory furthermore predicts that provided
nucleotide substitutions have at least mildly deleterious fitness effects, maternal effect genes have the
potential to diverge many times faster between species
than corresponding zygotic genes (Demuth & Wade
2007). Both predictions are now matched by empirical
data (Barker et al. 2005; Demuth & Wade 2007;
Cruickshank & Wade 2008). In the most extensive
study, Cruickshank & Wade (2008) examined
sequence variation within and between species of
Drosophila of 39 genes instrumental for early embryonic development including 9 strict maternal effect
genes and 30 zygotically expressed genes. As predicted, they found sequence variation within species
(D. melanogaster) to be two- to threefold higher for
maternal-effect genes than any other gene class, and
sequence divergences between species (D. melanogaster
and D. simulans) to be two- to fourfold higher in
maternal effect genes than any other gene class.
Combined, these data provide compelling support
for the hypothesis that relaxed selection acting on
maternal-effect genes causes increased sequence variation within species, in turn fuelling more rapid
divergences between species.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)

This body of work focused primarily on modularity
of gene expression as it arises during early embryonic
development via the partitioning of gene expression
into maternal effect versus zygotic genes. However,
its theoretical foundation and predictions can easily
be applied to modularity in gene expression arising
through plasticity: genes induced in individuals experiencing rare environments should exhibit reduced
selection, permitting accumulation of greater sequence
diversity within species and creating the potential for
more rapid divergence between species relative to
similar genes expressed in every individual in every
generation (Snell-Rood et al. in press a). Recent
work on bacterial quorum-sensing genes, which are
induced only in generations exposed to certain population densities, provides support for both predictions
(Van Dyken & Wade, in press). Current studies on
horned beetles are now seeking to apply the same
framework to polyphenic insects. Specifically, the recent
development of genomic resources for Onthophagus
beetles has permitted the identification of genes
whose expression is specific to horned or hornless
male morphs, or shared between morphs or sexes. Surveys of sequence variation within and between species
are now under way to determine whether morphspecific genes harbour greater levels of within-species
nucleotide diversity and diverge faster between species
than similar morph-shared genes. Preliminary data on
a small number of gene pairs are consistent with these
predictions, but it remains to be seen whether this will
emerge as a general pattern (E. C. Snell-Rood & A.
Moczek 2009, unpublished data). If so, accelerated
evolution in modular plasticity genes relative to constitutively expressed genes would have far-reaching
consequences for our understanding of the costs,
limits and consequences of modular plasticity.
For example, by virtue of accelerating mutation
accumulation and divergence, genes underlying modular plasticity may be more likely to evolve new
functions compared with similar non-plastic genes.
If correct, plasticity genes may be predisposed to
contribute disproportionally to sub- and neofunctionalization events during organismal evolution
(Demuth & Wade 2007; Cruickshank & Wade
2008). By the same argument, however, accelerated
mutation accumulation may render modular plasticity
genes more prone to acquire deleterious mutations and
evolve into pseudogenes. This should be more pronounced in modules that are expressed rarely when
compared with more commonly induced modules,
and as such may place an upper limit on the range of
plasticity that can be accommodated through modular
plasticity: modules whose expression occurs too infrequently may simply suffer too many mutations to be
functionally maintainable within populations (SnellRood et al. in press a). It is interesting to speculate
whether it is due to relaxed selection and mutation
accumulation that most polyphenisms are limited to
the expression of two alternative morphs, with the conspicuous exception of castes in social insects. Here,
colony-level selection, a level of selection absent in
non-social insect polyphenisms, may provide an effective mechanism limiting mutation accumulation in
caste-specific genes, permitting the maintenance of
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more than two discrete castes (Snell-Rood et al.
in press a). Lastly, even though relaxed selection may
impose constraints on the range of plasticity that can
be accommodated through modularity in gene
expression, it may at the same time create opportunities for alternative genetic underpinnings of
plasticity to evolve, such as integrated networks
where the same suites of genes, but via altered types
of interactions, contribute to the expression of different phenotypes in different environments. While
many of these implications, though fundamental, are
clearly speculative at this point, recent methodological
and theoretical advances promise that critical
empirical evaluations will follow soon.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Phenotypic plasticity and polyphenic development
contribute to organismal diversification on a variety
of levels of biological organization. On one level,
phenotypic plasticity contributes traits such as developmental thresholds and switches for evolutionary
processes to act on. Evolutionary changes in such
traits may contribute to organismal diversification,
including speciation, without changes in trait
expression per se. Similarly, evolutionary changes in
polyphenic development can bring about correlated
changes in other traits, in turn increasing the possibility for trade-offs to shape subsequent patterns of
diversification. Lastly, the mutation-modularity
trade-off hypothesis provides a plausible mechanism
explaining how modularity in gene expression underlying plasticity can result in relaxed selection and
increased mutation accumulation in highly modular
genes, with the potential to contribute to both the
evolutionary range and limits of modular phenotypic
plasticity.
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